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chords used 

   B   F# G#m C#m Ebm  E   A   G
e--x---2---4---4---6---0---x---3
B--4---2---4---5---7---0---2---3
G--4---3---4---6---8---1---2---4
D--4---4---6---6---8---2---2---5
A--2---4---6---4---6---2---0---5
E--x---2---4---x---x---0---x---3

(chords are listed above the lyrics)

B                 F#  G#m (x2)
B                 F#  G#m
  it s a terrible crime, a spell I m under
B                 F#  G#m
B                     C#m      Ebm              E
  I spent my whole life looking over my shoulder
          B               F#         B
almost enough to make a grown man cry

F# B              F#  G#m
     just give me a sign and I ll come over
B                 F#  G#m
B                     C#m             Ebm             E
  I can find my own way, then I will follow it forever
          B                F#         B        E
almost enough to set your soul on fire

          B
but I know what you are thinking
             A
you re just another southern fool
G#m                               F#
trying to get away from all the work you had to do
B                 F#  G#m
  like trying to describe the sounds of thunder
B                 F#  G#m



B                                  C#m           Ebm                       E
  sounds like there isn t any change, now it sounds like we re under water
          B               F#       G#m                G#m    F#      E
almost enough to get to feel desire, but you ll still turn out the lights
          B               F#         B
almost enough to make a grown man cry

C#m  B  C#m  B  G#m  G  F#

          B
but I know what you are thinking
             A
you re just another southern fool
G#m                                         F#
trying to get away from all the work your daddy had to do
         E
but sometimes it gets so hard
       Ebm
and I don t know what to do
          C#m
I ll just try and get away with it
          F#
I ll just try and get away with it
            B     F#  G#m F#    E
            B     F#  G#m F#    E
I ll just try and get away with it
            B     F#  G#m F#    E (x2)


